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Heller Levinson 
so what

is the what of what so ratifies       a
whatsoever a whaddayamean a whodunit  
                                                                            what is what’s what
what’s whathood
                                         so sewn
to what says what  that the what is dismissed
that whatsoever the what is is a so what an immateriality a whatever
      so delivered with halt prompts 
the what to lift from the open palm-shoulder-shrug to plea for the what to 
appear
                                                                                                              to
manifest
                   to declare itself
so what is bipolar & ambidextrous so much more than so much so 
long you old so & so
a what without a so is just a what
a so without a what
                                  is a
so what
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run   then run

cyclings interregnum.  replete.  momentaries.  Moloch maculated.  ablu-
tions rising.  zone fest.  reindeer frost.  bake at 425 degrees.  bleedings.  
wart hogs.  puppy milk.  curves, walls & dice.  an omnipresence so severe 
it glows.  in the presence of overwhelming force.  run.  on the run.  run-
ning to   running from   run run run   johny on the gun  gum   rum   rum 
runner   rummy.  lawlessness  demands its own command.  commands its 
own demand.  under the law warrants   arrests   underwater adventure.  
under the circumstances.  the evidence is underwater.  going undercover 
involved going underwater.  prices like water.  brains have water.  cravats 
require water.  water requires water.  to remain water.  often it requires 
great effort plus favorable circumstances to maintain what you are.  main-
taining.  remaining.  maintain the remains.  water loves water.  loving 
what you are is prosperity.  prosperity is for the very few.  exclusive.  non-
prosperity loves prosperity.  a case of loving what you are not.  this is not 
a conundrum.  it is a quagmire.  quagmires melt in gin.          guotients-
quotatiionquixoticallyquirkquicksilverquickenings.  one tree wishes to be 
a Stradivarius.  one wishes to be a Huss & Dalton guitar.  another would 
be a Steinway piano.  trees wish.  wish upon a tree.  amputation creates 
departure.  ream forfeiture.  floodlights   .   stay.  but run 
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mermaid like recalcitrant thrush

oblong belonging genus barefisted siren song sling branchfinning trance 
spun
postal clocks leaf the forest
transportation is the song’s rebuttal
the horizon in capsize
eggshelling architect’s with caprice
what is architecture but the endeavor to formulate form with
bump as alterior extenuation  as device that falters
& urges that primitive early zone     the zone eliding time’s approval
where fin was capital & crown 
slithering through sects of withholding 
dispatching black patches
for vision


